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over one end so that the diaper as folded is about or a little
more than one-half its original length, Slip the thicker folded
end under the little hips, then bring the opposite end with its
fewer thicknesses up between his thighs, its corners to meet
the corners of the folded end at the sides of his body above his
hips. Two safety pins are sufficient.
Bowel Movements. Baby's first bowel movements are dark
green, gradually becoming brown, then yellow, in the first few
days. And if mother's as well as baby's feeding habits are regu-
lar, his bowels will soon show tendency to regularity in move-
ment and character. During this first week there is a loss in
weight, usually about one-half pound. This is because there is
at first very little nourishment in mother's milk. Rather than
food value, there is a fluid called colostrum, which, being slightly
laxative in nature, acts gently to clean out baby's bowel tract
so that it may be ready for service in a new capacity. As mother's
milk becomes well established, baby begins to gain, and at the
end of the second week his weight again reaches that of birth;
and from then on it continues to increase,
Nursing. Though baby doesn't get much to eat for the first
two or three days, his first nursing is usually from eight to
twelve hours after birth. This has given mother an opportunity
for rest, and the regular placing at the breast gives the baby the
benefit of the colostrum already spoken of, and stimulates the
breasts to activity. Nursing having begun, it is continued there-
after about every three hours, or as advised by the physician.
A well-nourished baby may be put on the four-hour schedule
from birth, though usually the three-hour interval is advised for
the first weeks. It is well to give the baby a little water between
feedings until the milk flow is well established, perhaps an
ounce every two hours, but he must not be made a water tippler*
After mother's milk comes, it is usually sufficient for fluid as
well as for food supply. Even then, however, it is well to give
the baby the opportunity of water drinking once or twice a day.
If he does not want it, there is nothing to worry about. Baby is
weighed at once, for everybody is very much interested to know
how much he weighs, and this gives a basis for checking as to
future loss or gain.

